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Introduction
We all develop and accomplish ourselves.
We never stop searching for the things which make us better, stronger and more reasonable.
We will always strive to go on further.
We cannot answer all your questions, but we will guide you to look for “the answers”.
We cannot promise you to become the best, but we can assure you that you will become better to a
certain extend.
We all change! We struggle against this change because we cannot know what the consequences will
be.
However this change occurs because everything around us is in motion and we cannot stop developing
and changing ourselves.
We change in order to become better, we develop our skills to communicate, in order to have a more
satisfying contacts with the other people around us.
Success and enhancement in every professional sphere are preconditioned by the knowledge, skills
and competences which the person has as well as by its motivation to fulfil its work objectives. The
aim of this pool is to enable youth (including those with disabilities) to assess themselves better in
terms of their values, needs and motives according to the job they want to do.
Job searching, changing jobs, promotion and career progress are equally significant to the individual
as well as to society in general. Successful realization of a person is due to prompt and adequate
decisions for career choice, getting a job and career development. They influence person's life plans
and reflect on the interpersonal relationships at the working place, family and friends. Making career
decisions is part of the whole working life of a person and it influences its confidence, self-evaluation
and experiencing success or failure. Well taken decisions lead to higher satisfaction from yourself,
your work and the life as whole and they help for feeling of subjective well-being.
Very often decisions in career choice are made under the influence of the family, relatives and friends,
the available opportunities for work without taking into consideration person’s own wishes and
abilities to do the job. As a result there is a long term dissatisfaction, limitation of professional and
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personal realization and diminishes the self-evaluation and the feeling of success. In order to be
confident in the correctness and success of taken life and career choices people need a better selfknowledge – their abilities, skills, competences, as well as their wishes, aspirations and needs.
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Social competence validation pool
The social competence validation pool is meant to be an online repository which consist of specific
self-assessment tests which will allow youth (including those with disabilities) to identify the current
level of their key and social competences.
The pool will be divided into 8 major sections:
•

Section 1. Work values and motivation

•

Section 2. Self-esteem and self-confidence

•

Section 3. Self-evaluation and self-development

•

Section 4. Assertiveness

•

Section 5. Communication

•

Section 6. Problem solving

•

Section 7. Stress management

•

Section 8. Team work

Each of them might be completed stand alone or together with an educator, youth worker, career
guidance provider, vocational rehabilitation advisers etc.
This non-formal validation process will help the youth with disability further to clarify his/her own
strengths and abilities and where needed (in case of low level) some additional support might be
offer by relevant professional.
This pool is covering the gap of no existing tools for validation of social competences in the field of
youth including those with disabilities. Further innovation is that we are offering an innovative
positive psychology concept as a lever towards validation of non-formal competences of youth with
disabilities.
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Expected impact
The developers of this pool are expecting to reach the following impact:
IMPACT ON YOUTH/STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES (AGED 16-24):
•

Raising substantially the aspirations, expectations, self-confidence and ambitions of
participating youth towards the educational and labour market perspectives

•

Decreasing the number of educational dropouts who are not able to be included into the
labour market (i.e. because of age) and Improving the employability of participants by
developing their overall skills and competences and giving them real experience of, and a
track-record into the workplace

•

Improving the understanding of disability among employers and trainers – the direct
experience of working with disabled people

IMPACT TEACHERS, TRAINERS, PSYCHOLOGISTS, SOCIAL & YOUTH WORKERS:
•

Youth with disabilities who have participated in validation process will be more likely to be
enrolled in labour market.

•

Strengthening their social and civic competences, empathy, assertiveness, knowledge about
disabilities and empowerment of their career perspectives.

TRANSFERABILITY OF THE OUTPUTS:


This output could be used in a cross-sectorial cooperation with school, VET and adults
educations providers.
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Section 1. Work values and motivation
1.1. What are your work values?
This questionnaire is focused on your values related to work and identify what is important to you
with regards to your desire to work.
Being clear about what you value most about a job will help you when deciding whether or not to
apply for another position.
Work through the checklist below and rate the importance of each work value to you by ticking the
appropriate column. Try and complete the checklist quickly and be honest with your answers.
Remember you are choosing what is most important to you in a job right now; your values may alter
over time and with changing circumstances. If you need further assistance and support you may ask
for it by your teacher, trainers, youth/social worker or other professionals.

Work Values

Very

Somewhat

Important

Important

Not Important

Steady income with good benefits
Chance for advancement; increased pay
Doing a variety of tasks
Having an established routine of work
Respect and recognition
Friendly fellow workers
Pleasant physical surroundings
Expectations by boss clearly defined
Being in
charge/supervising/managing/having
authority
Persuading others
Motivating and inspiring others
Teaching/training others
Flexible hours; control over own time
Regular hours (little overtime)
Leaving my mark on the world
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Chance to use my own ideas/creative
Working as part of a team
expression
Working on my own
Being my own boss
Chance to use my initiative
Working on one project at a time
Time and energy left for outside activities
Opportunity to learn new things
Working for a cause; being of service to others
Having clearly defined tasks
Spirit of competition; chance to be successful
No responsibility
Producing a tangible product
Having responsibility
Working with details, data, numbers
Working with things/machines
Working with people
Working with ideas
Challenging work
Job security
Good salary
Seeing results of work; accountability
Opportunity to use my special
Working
with an organisation/people of
skills/knowledge
high integrity
Producing high quality work
Now look through the completed checklist. From the items you've rated as Very Important pick the
three that are most important to you at the moment. When you are considering applying for a
different job, consider whether or not it will meet the work values you have identified. Occasionally
you may decide to take a job that doesn't quite meet your criteria, as you see it as a 'stepping-stone'
to the career you really want.
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The most important values for me are:
1.
2.
3.
1.2. Work values and motivation
The following categories of values motivate individuals to varying degrees. This exercise is designed
to help you prioritize your values as you currently hold then. Indicate how important each of the
following are to you by circling one appropriate number.
Not
at
important
1

all Not important
2

Somewhat
important
3

Important

Very
important
5

4

1. INDEPENDENCE
1
2
3
4
5

Operating independently, with minimal supervision
Depending primarily on myself for getting the job done
Working alone a great percentage of the time
Setting my own goals and schedule
Making the final decisions on work that I do

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

TOTAL
2. CREATIVITY
1
2
3
4
5

Using and developing my creative talents
Contributing new ideas in work situations
Inventing/utilizing new techniques or approaches to
problems
Using original solutions rather than relying on routing
procedures
Producing a unique product or wnd result
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TOTAL

3. CHALLENGE
1

Solving difficult problems

1

2

3

4

5

2

1

2

3

4

5

3

Handling assignments that challenge or require me to
learn something
Tackling assignments others prefer to avoid

1

2

3

4

5

4

Doing something others said couldn't be done

1

2

3

4

5

5

Avoiding work that is easy

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

TOTAL
4. MONEY
1 Having a level of income that affords me luxuries
2

Having financial security

1

2

3

4

5

3

Having an unlimited potential for income

1

2

3

4

5

4

Having a high level of fringe benefits or "perks"

1

2

3

4

5

5

Being financially independent

1

2

3

4

5

TOTAL
5. SELF EXPRESSION
1

Being able to express my ideas through work

1

2

3

4

5

2

Developing my potential to the fullest

1

2

3

4

5

3

Expressing my unique talents or abilities through my

1

2

3

4

5

work
4

Having a job that I can mold to fit my changing self

1

2

3

4

5

5

Being myself in the work environment

1

2

3

4

5

TOTAL
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6. SERVICE TO OTHERS
1 Helping or giving service to others
2 Working for an organization that benefits society
3 Making the world a better place to live
4 Being useful or needed
5 Helping those who are less fortunate than I am

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

TOTAL
7. POWER
1 Seeing things happen as a result of my effort
2 Using my leadership abilities influencing the direction
of the organization
3 Supervising/directing the work of others
4 Being responsible for large projects, significant
amounts of money, or large numbers of people
5 Influencing other people
TOTAL
8. ACHIEVEMENT
1 Having the opportunity to advance to a high level
position
2 Achieving a high level of competence in my work
3 Seeing the end results of my work
4 Regularly setting and accomplishing goals
5 Being able to master new information and skills
TOTAL
9. RECOGNITION
1 Job title and status
2 Being affiliated with a well-known and respected
organization
3 Having my work recognized and valued by others
4 Being respected by my colleagues for my achievements
and contributions
5 Having my work acknowledged by promotions
TOTAL
10. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
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1
2
3
4
5

Working with people who share my interests
Meeting new people
Working cooperatively with a team
Interacting with a wide variety of people on a regular
basis
Working in a harmonious environment in which each
person is valued for his/her unique personality

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

TOTAL
11. VARIETY
1 Working in a variety of environment regularly
2 Having a wide variety of responsibilities
3 Avoiding routine activities
4 Being able to modify my job occasionally
5 Having work that exposes me to new situations, people
and ideas regularly
TOTAL
SCORING INSTRUCTIONS
Go back to the each value category; total your score and divide by 5. Write in the graph below with
the total for each category and compare the score:
Which three values are your highest priorities?
1.
2.
3.
Which three are your lowest?
1.
2.
3.
Are these priorities reflected in your current work?
What conflicts or discrepancies do you see between your values and work?
How do you like to change this situation?
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Section 2. Self-confidence
2.1 Level of self-confidence
You will be offered thirty statements which describe different types of behaviour. Consider these
statements and indicate the degree in which they apply to you. Rank your agreement and
disagreement as follows:
Not typical of me Rather untypical

Partly typical and

Rather

at all

untypical of me

typical of me

of me
1

2

3

Very typical of me

4

5

1. (*) Most of the people are more assertive and aggressive than me

1

2

3

4

4

2. (*) I cannot make arrangements for meetings or accept invitations for

1

2

3

4

4

1

2

3

4

4

4. (*) I avoid offending other people’s feelings even if they have offended me 1

2

3

4

4

5. (*) If a shop assistant has tried hard to advertise some goods which don’t 1

2

3

4

4

meetings due to my shyness.
3. When I don’t like the food in a restaurant I complain to the waiter.

suit me I find it difficult to say “no”.
6. When I am asked to do something, I always explain why.

1

2

3

4

4

7. I’d rather use strong arguments and reasons.

1

2

3

4

4

8. I make efforts to be among the best as most of the people.

1

2

3

4

4

9. (*) Frankly speaking people often misuse me for their own interests.

1

2

3

4

4

10. I enjoy communication with strangers.

1

2

3

4

4

11. (*) I often don’t know what to say to an attractive man/woman.

1

2

3

4

4
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12. (*) I feel lack of determination when I need to phone to an institution.

1

2

3

4

4

13. (*) I’d rather send an application form to be employed or admitted to an

1

2

3

4

4

1

2

3

4

4

15. (*) If a close and respected relative annoys me I’d rather hide my feelings 1

2

3

4

4

1

2

3

4

4

17. (*) During an argument or discussion I am sometimes afraid that I will be 1

2

3

4

4

1

2

3

4

4

19. (*) I avoid arguments and bargains over the price.

1

2

3

4

4

20. When I do something important and valuable I make efforts to make

1

2

3

4

4

21. I am honest and open-hearted in my feelings.

1

2

3

4

4

22. If someone spreads gossips about me, I make efforts to talk to them.

1

2

3

4

4

23. (*) I often find it difficult to say “no”.

1

2

3

4

4

24. (*) I’d rather hide my feelings than make a scene.

1

2

3

4

4

25. I complain of bad service and disorder.

1

2

3

4

4

26. (*) When people make compliments to me I don’t know what to say in

1

2

3

4

4

1

2

3

4

4

28. I oppose to those who try to jump the queue.

1

2

3

4

4

29. I always express my opinion.

1

2

3

4

4

30. (*) I sometimes don’t know what to say at all.

1

2

3

4

4

educational institution than go to an interview.
14. (*) I feel nervous to take back a purchase even if it is necessary.

than express my annoyance.
16. (*) I avoid asking questions because I am afraid to look stupid.

nervous and shaky.
18. If a famous and respected lecturer expresses his point of view which is
not true for me, I make the audience listen to my point of view.

others learn about it.

answer.
27. If at the theatre and during a lecture someone disturbs me, I usually
reprove them.
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This test gives an opportunity to determine the level of self-confidence. Determine your level of selfconfidence by:
1. Calculating the sum of the points for the questions which are not marked by an asterisk ( № 3, 6,
7, 8, 10, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 29).
2. Calculating the sum of the points for the questions which are marked by an asterisk (№ 1, 2, 4, 5,
9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 23, 24, 26, 30).
1. Adding to the first sum 72 and distracting the second sum.
Results
1-24 - very low level of self-confidence (very diffident);
25- 48 - you are rather diffident than self-confident;
49- 72- average level of self-confidence;
73-96 - you are rather self-confident than diffident;
97-120 - too self-confident.
2.2 What does self-confidence mean?
Self-confidence is the ability of each individual to express their own opinions, ideas and views;
Self-confidence contains five psychological characteristics:


Expressing feelings;



Criticality;



Personal opinion;



Strictness;



Tolerance to the human drawbacks.

Test your level of self-confidence. For this choose one of the suggested answers to the following
questions:
1. You have learned that a friend of you have spoken badly about you. What would you do?
А/ I will look for a suitable occasion to clear out our relationship;
B/ I will stop communicating with them and I will avoid meetings.
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2. When you get on a bus or a tram you are pushed rudely. You:
А/ protest noisily;
B/ silently try to go forward.
3. A person you are talking to defend a completely different point of view from yours. You:
B/don’t express your opinion because you think you cannot persuade them;
E/ defend your position and try to persuade them.
4. You are late for a dinner or a meeting. All the places have already been occupied except one
on the first row. You:
B/ stay by the door and you are angry at yourself for being late;
E/ without hesitation you go straight to the first row;
F/ for a long time you look around searching for another place and after that you sit at the
first row.
5. Do you agree with the fact that the other people often use you for your own purposes:
E/ no;
F/ yes.
6. Do you find it difficult to start a conversation with unfamiliar people:
E/ no;
F/ yes.
7. You have bought a defect article. Do you find it easy to bring it back?
B/ no;
C/ yes.
8. Can you say that other people are more assertive than you?
E/ no;
F/ yes.
9. You have been asked to do a favour which can bring you troubles. Do you find it easy to refuse
doing it?
B/ no;
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C/ yes.
10. You have an opportunity to talk with unfamiliar person. You:
D/ use this opportunity;
Е/ don’t use it.
11. You have to make a phone call at an office. You:
B/ avoid it in any conceivable way;
C/ call without hesitation;
F/ call after long and painful hesitation.
12. You have given an unfairly low attestation for your work. You:
B/ you quietly get over it;
D/ you argue with your employer about your attestation.
13. You don’t understand some explanations. You:
B/ won’t ask any questions because you are not afraid to be accepted as a fool;
C/ you will ask calmly your question immediately after the explanation;
D/ you will ask a question when you are alone with your employer.
14. The people around you in the cinema talk loudly during the film show. You:
B/ put up with it for a long time and then start shouting at them;
C/ politely ask them to stop talking;
F/ patiently put up with it.
15. Someone tries to jump the line in front of you. You:
B/ swallow the offence;
D/ oppose them.
16. Do you find it easy to start a conversation with someone from the other sex which you find
very attractive and likeable?
B/ it is very difficult, I don’t know what to say;
C/ easy;
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D/ I start with difficulties but then I talk to them without obstacles.
17. Can you bargain?
А/ yes;
B/ no.
18. Are you nervous when you read a report?
B/ yes;
E/ no.
19. You receive compliments for your good work. You:
B/ don’t know what to say;
E/ thank for the compliment;
F/ you are awfully confused and whispering say “thank you”.
20. When you are well familiar with the subject would you prefer oral or written testing?
А/ oral;
B/ written;
C/ it doesn’t matter – it won’t affect my answer.

Now calculate the obtained results. Answers "A" – 3 p., "B" – 0 p., "C" – 5 p., "D" – 2 p., "E" – 4 p.,
"F" – 1 p. Calculate the total score.
Less than 12 p. – strong lack of self-confidence;
12-32 p.- Low self-confidence;
33-60 p. – Average self-confidence;
61-72 p. – high level of self-confidence;
More than72 p. – very high level of self-confidence.
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Section 3. Self-evaluation and self-development
Communication skills development, conflict resolution skills, career motivation and selfimprovement is impossible without the presence of a skill to self-evaluate adequately. This is also
connected to your successful realization at your working place. And so check this!
3.1. Assessing personal abilities for self-development
Answer the questions by adding the necessary points for a given statement:
There is a
complete
incongruence
with the reality
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

There is a
certain
incongruence
2

There neither
incongruence
nor a
congruence
3

There is a
certain
congruence
4

There is a
complete
congruence
with the reality
5

I permanently make efforts to study myself

1 2

3

4 5

I have spare time left for development despite my work and
agreements
Existing difficulties stimulate my activity
I look for a feedback as that helps me a lot to understand and
evaluate myself
I reflect on my activity by paying special attention to this
I analyse my feelings and experience
I read a lot
I widely discuss the questions which are interesting to me
I believe in my abilities
I try to be more open
I realize the influence which the others cause on me
I control my professional development and receive positive
results
I get pleasure in acquiring the new
Increasing responsibility doesn’t frighten me

1 2

3

4 5

1 2
1 2

3
3

4 5
4 5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1 2
1 2

3
3

4 5
4 5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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15 I have a positive attitude towards my career progress
Calculate the total score:

1 2

3

4 5

55-75 – demonstrated aspiration for active self-development;
36-54 – there isn’t a set system for self-development, progress orientation strongly depends on the
conditions;
15 -35 – there isn’t clearly demonstrated aspiration for development.
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3.2. My declaration for self-respect
Please look at the following declaration and think if it is relevant for you and your experience so far.
That’s me.
In the whole world there is no one like me. Some people have features which are similar to mine
but no one has the same unique combination like me. Thus everything which comes from me is
authentically mine because only I possess it and I have chosen it.
I am aware that all my personality: my body including everything which my mind does, including
all its thoughts and ideas; my eyes including all the images they see; my feelings regardless their nature
– anger, joy, disappointment, love, illusions, annoyance; my mouth and all the words that come out of it
– kind, polite or rude, decent or obscene; my voice – quiet or harsh; and all my deeds regardless the fact
that they affect other people or me.
I am aware that my ideas for the future, my dreams, hopes and fears
I accept my victories and successes; my failures and mistakes.
As I accept everything which is mine and which belongs to me I can connect the knowledge with
myself in an intimate way. By doing this I can love myself and be in good terms with each part of myself.
Thus I can act in such a way that all my inner self can work for myself in the best way.
I know there are some aspects connected with me which interest me as well as others which I
don’t recognize. But as long as I have the feelings of love and friendship towards myself I can look with
courage and hope for solutions of my problems and ways which help me to learn more about myself.
Regardless the fact how I look like, what I say, what I do, what I think and how I feel at a given
moment – it’s me, it’s authentic and it shows what is my position at a given time.
After I understand later, how I look like, what I say, what I do, what I think and how it may
happen that some parts of my personality will look unacceptable for me. I can eliminate the things which
are relatively inadequate, find something new and replace with it the eliminated features.
I can see, hear, feel, speak and act. I can use means which allow me to survive and be close with
the others, to be productive, to give a certain meaning and order to the world of people and things which
surrounds me.
I am aware of myself and thus I can build up myself alone.
I am aware of myself and I feel very well.
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Section 4. Assertiveness
4.1 Determine your assertiveness
In order to determine your assertiveness, please answer the following questions with “Yes” or “No”.

YES

NO

1. I get annoyed at other people’s mistakes.
2. I can remind a friend that he owes me money.
3. From time to time I say things which are not true.
4. I can look after myself.
5. I have travelled without a ticket.
6. Rivalry is better than cooperation.
7. I often worry about trifle things.
8. I am an independent and sufficiently determined personality.
9. I love all the people I know.
10. I believe that I am strong enough to cope with my current problems.
11. You should always stay alert in order to protect your personal interests.
12. I never laugh at jokes which contain obscene language.
13. I respect authorities.
14. I don’t let anyone twist me around their little finger or “tease me”. I oppose
strongly to such treatment.
15. I support every good initiative
16. I never lie.
17. I am practical.
18. I am worried that I may fail at something.
19. I agree with the sentence “You should rely mostly on yourself.”
20. My friends have a great influence on me.
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21. I am always right even if the others think differently.
22. I agree that it is more important to take part than to win
23. Before I start something I think about the way other people will react to my
actions.
24. I never envy anyone.

Sum up the score for positive answers (“Yes”)as follows:
1, 6, 7, 11, 13, 18, 20, 23- category "А".
2, 4, 8, 10, 14, 17, 19, 22- category "B".
3, 5, 9, 12, 15, 16, 21, 24 – category "C".
Results interpretation:
If most of your answers fall into category "А".
You have your own idea of determination which is rarely put into action. You often feel dissatisfied
from you and people surrounding you.
If most of your answers fall into category "B".
You are on the right track and you can become very assertive. Generally speaking you can even now
act in an appropriate way. Sometimes your assertive experience turns into aggressiveness, but that
is not so crucial.
If most of your answers fall into category "C".
Despite your answers in categories A and B you have a good chance to achieve assertiveness. In short
you have built up your view on yourself and your behaviour. You have a realistic assessment of
yourself and that is a good basis to acquire any habits necessary to contact with people from your
environment...
The smallest rank in category "А".
The fact that you cannot use many of the chances offered by life is not a tragedy. It is important to
learn to live in agreement with yourself and know what you have to do.
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The smallest rank in category "B".
You can learn how to be assertive. Don’t give up!
The smallest rank in result "C".
It is a problem. You overestimate yourself and you are not behaving honestly. The question is not
that you are over pleased with yourself but that you see yourself in a favourable light. It is not a bad
idea to think twice about that.
Be aware, that the following 10 rules for assertive behaviour are important:
1. You have the right to evaluate your own behaviour, thoughts, and emotions and take charge of
them.
2. You have the right not to offer any excuses for your behaviour.
3. You have the right to judge the degree of your responsibility in solving other people’s problems.
4. You have the right to change your opinion.
5. You have the right to make mistakes and be responsible for them.
6. You have the right to say “I don’t know”.
7. You have the right to independent from the other people good will
8. You have the right to make illogical decisions.
9. You have the right to say "I don’t understand you”.
10. You have the right to say “I don’t care”.
Please take a look on the following guidance for successful and assertive behaviour:


If you want to refuse something to someone tell him clearly and unambiguously “no”; tell him
why but don’t give long excuses.



Answer without hesitation as quickly as it is possible.



Insist that other people talk to you honestly and sincerely.



Ask to explain to you why you are being asked to do something which you don’t want to do.
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Look at the person you are talking to. Observe his non-verbal behaviour are there any signs
of uncertainty in his behaviour (hands around his mouth, running eyes and so on) If you get
angry make it clear that it is related with his behaviour not with their personality.



If you comment the behaviour of another person speak from first person – use the pronoun
“I”: “If you behave in that way then I feel so and so….” If it is possible offer alternative ways of
behaviour which according to your opinion will be accepted better.



Praise those (including yourself) who according to you behave independently despite their
success or failure.



Don’t blame yourself for being uncertain or aggressive. It is better to find out at what point
you “lost direction” and how you can act differently in such situations in the future. Bad habits
don’t disappear quickly, the new ones “aren’t granted”.

4.2 Do you believe in yourself?
Sometimes we meet over reliant people with aggressive behaviour. There are also humble, hesitant
and shy people who show with each of their actions that they underestimate themselves and they
don’t believe in their qualities. If you want to find out to which of these categories you belong, you
have to answer the test with “YES” or “NO”.

YES

NO

1. Hard work is more important than the talent

(a)

(b)

2. Other people notice my problems easily

(b)

(a)

3. I don’t have any special qualities

(a)

(b)

4. I am ashamed from some things

(b)

(a)

5. It is not difficult for me to impress other people

(a)

(b)

6. I get furious when other people criticize me

(b)

(a)

7. I usually do my best

(a)

(b)

8. I don’t complain of bad service

(b)

(a)

9. The others don’t adopt me the way I do

(a)

(b)

10. I usually make big mistakes

(b)

(a)

11. I feel excited what my future is going to be

(a)

(b)
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12. A lot of people who I meet every day annoy me

(b)

(a)

13. It is enjoyable to communicate with me

(a)

(b)

14. I don’t have a relative or close friend to confide to

(b)

(a)

15. These are the best years of my life

(a)

(b)

16. I wish I could change some things from my past

(b)

(a)

17. People remember me from our first meeting

(a)

(b)

18. I often wish to look like the others more

(b)

(a)

19. I easily make new friends

(a)

(b)

20. My friends rarely rely on me for emotional support

(b)

(a)

Check which questions you answered with “YES” or “NO”. Pay attention to those answers “YES”
which are marked with “b” as well as those answers “NO” which are also marked “b”. Sum up all
“b”s and read the interpretations about your self- reliance.
15 and more “b”s.
Extremely low self-reliance. You so weakly believe in your own strong points that you are often
seized by a feeling of self-humiliation and that prevents you to you’re your true potential and to
undertake things which you really want to achieve.
You tend to think that people are critical to you, although it is your own lack of reliance that makes
you feel depressed. Go out of this vicious circle by paying more attention to yourself and greater
interest to the people around you.
10-15 “b”s - Low self-reliance
Although you are not always unsure of yourself, your self-reliance is low. When everything goes
wrong you blame yourself and that shows that you don’t have a good judgement of the real matters.
That partly explains your shyness. Try to stimulate your self-confidence by not judging yourself too
strictly. Accept yourself the way you are.
5-10 “b”s -Average self-reliance
You have a rather good self-reliance but nevertheless you still doubt yourself that’s why you
sometimes think that people mock at you. And that annoys you. You often restrain from sharing
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your secrets and feelings with the people around you fearing that they can misunderstand you or
laugh at you. Learn to take more risks and don’t allow rejection to crush your self-reliance.
0-5 “b”s - High self-reliance
High self-reliance is typical for you. You don’t find it difficult to show your strong points in front of
complete strangers. Nevertheless try to be more sensitive to those people who are more vulnerable
than you – not everyone has the same self-belief like you.
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Section 5. Communication
Communication skills are at the heart of interpersonal skills and the greater your awareness of
how it all works, the more effective your communication will be. Communicating with others is an
essential skill in terms of career realisation. Regardless what job or position you are in
communication skills are important for success. For improving your skills you should have a
better understanding of how to communicate effectively. Do you often find yourself
misunderstanding others? Do you have difficulty getting your across clearly? Being a good listener
is quite critical. Find out what your communication skills are.

5.1 What is the level of your listening skills?
For each of the items listed below, circle the answer that most closely describes your behaviour
when you are talking with another person.
Strongly
disagree
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Disagree
2

Somewhat disagree and Agree
agree
3
4

While listening to others, I think about what I am going to say
next
I always try to maintain good eye contact with the speaker
I always try to have the last word in a conversation
I withhold judgment of what the speaker is saying until he or
she is finished
I frequently ask speakers questions to clarify what they are
saying
I listen for both factual content and the emotion behind the
words
A speaker's appearance and delivery say a lot about the
merits of his or her message
I try to understand the specific facts or details in a speaker's
message, not just the basic message
I try to put myself in the speaker's position to better
understand his or her views
I always try to evaluate the logic and consistency of what is
being said

Strongly agree
5

5

4

3

2

1

1
5
1

2
4
2

3
3
3

4
2
4

5
1
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

5

4

3

2

1

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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This ten-item instrument assesses your relative degree of attentiveness when listening to or
talking with others. To score the instrument, add up the numbers you circled.
If you received a score of 10-25, you have "poor" listening skills.
If you received a score of 26-39, you have "average" listening skills.
If you received a score of 40-50, you have "superior" listening skills
5.2. What is your level of involvement in interaction?
This statement focuses on people's patterns of interaction with others. For each of the
items, circle the number that best describes your agreement or disagreement with the item.
Remember: there are not right or wrong answers.
Strongly
disagree
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Disagree
2

Somewhat disagree and Agree
agree
3
4

Often in conversations I'm not sure what the other is really saying
Often I feel sort of "unplugged" from the social situation of which I
am a part; that is, I'm uncertain of my role, others' motives, and
what's happening
Often in conversations, I'm not sure how I'm expected to relate to
others
I am very observant in my conversations with others
During conversations I am sensitive to others' subtle or hidden
meanings
I am keenly aware of how others perceive me during my
conversations
Often, I pretend to be listening to someone when In fact I'm
thinking about something else
Often, I am preoccupied in my conversations and do not pay
complete attention to others
My mind wanders during conversations and I often miss parts of
what is going on

Strongly agree
5
1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

This questionnaire looks at your interaction involvement. To score it, add up your
three scores as follows:
Responsiveness (add items 1-3)
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Perceptiveness (add items 4-6)
Attentiveness (add items 7-9)
Norms for responsiveness and for attentiveness are 3-6 = high;7-10 = moderate; and
11-15 = low.
Norms for perceptiveness are 3-7 = low; 8-11 = moderate; and 12-15 = high. How did
you do?
Please note which aspect of interaction you were strongest (and weakest) in.
5.3 What is your overall level of sociability?
We offer to your attention some simple questions. Please answer quickly and honestly with
“yes”, “no” and “sometimes”.

YES NO

SOMETIMES

1. A personal appointment or a business meeting is forthcoming. Does
waiting upset you?
2. Do you feel worried or nervous when you have to deliver a report,
announcement, information at a meeting, workshop or a similar
event?
3. Do you put off your visits to the doctor as long as possible?
4. You are offered to go on a business trip to a town you haven’t visited
before. Would you make everything possible to avoid this trip?
5. Do you like to share your experiences with everyone?
6. Are you annoyed when a stranger in the street addresses you with a
request to give him directions, tell him the time and to answer a
question?
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7. Do you believe there is a “generation gap” and a problem in
understanding between parents and children?
8. Would you feel nervous to remind an acquaintance that he forgot to
give back the money borrowed from you several months ago?
9. In a restaurant or a pub you have been served low-quality or bad
food. Would you say nothing and put your food aside dissatisfied?
10. If you are left alone with an unknown person you would not talk to
them and feel awkward if they start a conversation first. Is that true
for you?
11. You are terrified at the sight of any long queue everywhere (in a
shop, library, at a box office selling concert tickets) would you prefer
to give up your intentions or would you line the queue and wait?
12. Are you afraid to take part in any committee which investigates
conflict situations?
13. You have your own particularly individual criteria to evaluate
masterpieces of fiction, culture and you don’t accept any other
opinion on the subject. Is that true for you?
14. If you overhear statements which express a wrong point of view on
the well-known question would you prefer to keep silent and avoid
an argument?
15. Do feel fed up with any request to help in solving some work-related
problem? .
16. Do you express your opinion better in written than in oral form?
Answers assessment:
“Yes” – 2 points, “Sometimes” – 1 point, “No” – 0 points.
The points are summed up and according to the received score you can determine the group
where the surveyed falls into.
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30-32 points. You are obviously not a communicative/extrovert type and that is your weak
point because it causes troubles to you primarily. But the people around you also find it frustrating.
Moreover, you find it difficult to start something which requires group efforts. Try to be more
communicative, control yourself.
25-29 points. You are reserved, not talkative and you prefer loneliness that’s why you have
very few friends. A new job and the need to establish new contacts even if it doesn’t cause panic to
you, affects your emotional balance. You know about this personal trait and you are not pleased with
it. But you don’t allow this drawback to stop you, it is up to you to change your traits. Doesn’t it ever
happen to you when you are occupied completely by some job to become fully communicative?
19-24 points. To a certain extend you are communicative and you feel completely confident in
a new situation. New problems don’t frighten you. Nevertheless you act carefully regarding new
people and you feel reluctant to take part in arguments and discussions. Your statements are too
sarcastic often without a sound reason. These drawbacks can be corrected.
14-18 points. You have normally developed communicative skills. You are curious, and listen
readily to an interesting partner, you are patient enough in your interaction with others, and you
defend your own point of view without bursts of anger. You meet new people without negative
feelings but at the same time you hate noisy companies; extravagancies and verbosity annoy you.
9-13 points. You are rather communicative (even a little too much), curious, talkative, you like
discussing different questions which sometimes annoys other people around you. You enjoy meeting
new people. You like to be the center of attention; you accept every request although you cannot
complete all of them. You sometimes burst into anger but you quickly calm down. What you need is
patience and contemplation when serious problems occur. When you wish you could force yourself
not to give up.
4-8 points. You are the soul of the company. You are always communicative. You are aware of
everything that happens. You like taking part in all discussions even if some serious topic causes you
a headache. You readily express opinion on any questions even if you know very little about the
subject. You feel comfortably everywhere. You take part in every initiative even though you cannot
successfully complete everything. That’s why managers and colleagues are suspicious regarding you.
Think about these facts.
3 points and less. Your communicability painfully well developed. You are talkative, use too
many words, and interfere into things which are none of your business. You start judging about
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problems which you are completely incompetent on. Deliberately or not you often cause different
sorts of conflicts in your environment. You are getting angry easily and are touchy, and often biased.
You cannot do serious work. People at your work, home and everywhere have difficulties with you.
Yes, you have to work on your personality yourself. First of all you have to train yourself in patience
and self-control, treat other people with respect and finally think about your health – this way of life
has its bad consequences.
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Section 6. Problem solving
6.1 Determine the confidence and skills in problem solving
This questionnaire aims at determining the confidence and skills in problem solving. For each given
statement you should show the degree to which you accept it or not. Please be honest in your
answers!
Strongly disagree
1

1.

Disagree
2

Agree
3

Strongly agree
4

I believe in my ability to solve new and difficult problems.

1

2

3

4

2. If I am given enough time and if I make all necessary efforts, I believe I
can solve the problems I face.

1

2

3

4

3. My problems are too complicated to be solved.

4

3

2

1

4. I make my decisions myself and later I am pleased with that fact.

1

2

3

4

5. When I face a problem, I am not sure if I could cope with it.

4

3

2

1

6. I am able to solve most of the problems myself, although it is not easy to
find the solutions.

1

2

3

4

Results interpretation:
1. If your result ranges from 20 to 24 p., you have the ability to react quickly and to solve the
problems and tasks in your professional field.
2. If your result ranges 16 -20 p., you have the ability of problem solving and reacting to
problems but you sometimes show reluctance and hesitation.
3. If your result ranges 12– 16 p., you should definitely focus on changing your values and be
more determined to solve the present problems and tasks in your work..
4. If your result is below 12 p.it is difficult for you to be well-organised in decision making. You
also lack determination and clear orientation when you face problems and complicated tasks
in your job.
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6.2 What is your approach to conflict resolution?
It often happens that during a conflict situation people have initially some intentions how to cope
with a problem but circumstances force them to choose other alternative ways of behaviour. In order
to determine your own preferences at choosing a strategy to cope with conflicts, would you please
answer the following questions.
Instructions: Think of a typical situation in which you have disagreement with someone. Then,
answer the following items concerning how you would respond to the conflict. Select the number
that you feel is most appropriate

Highly
unlikely
1

Unlikely
2

Somewhat unlikely and
likely
3

Likely
4

Highly likely
5

1.

I firmly push for my goals.

1

2

3

4

5

2

I always try to win an argument.

1

2

3

4

5

3

I try to show my opponent the logic of my position.

1

2

3

4

5

4

I like to discuss disagreements openly.

1

2

3

4

5

5

I try to work through our differences.

1

2

3

4

5

6

I try to state openly all questions which should be discussed.

1

2

3

4

5

7

I try to work out a mutually beneficial solution.

1

2

3

4

5

8

I try to compromise with the other person.

1

2

3

4

5

9

I seek a balance of gains and losses on each side.

1

2

3

4

5

10

I don’t like talking about disagreements.

1

2

3

4

5

11

I myself try to avoid unpleasant feelings.

1

2

3

4

5

12

I avoid taking positions that may incite disagreement.

1

2

3

4

5

13

I try to think of the other person in any disagreement.

1

2

3

4

5

14

I try to preserve relationships in any conflict.

1

2

3

4

5

15

I try not to hurt the other person's feelings.

1

2

3

4

5
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In this questionnaire, there are no right answers. Instead, you are simply asked to describe your
own approach to conflict resolution. To do this, assign scores to this instrument as follows:
Competition (add items 1-3)
Collaboration (add items 4-6)
Compromise (add items 7-9)
Avoidance (add items 10-12)
Accommodation (add items 13-15)
Now, compare the relative strength of your preferences for each of the five conflict resolution
modes. The larger your score on a particular scale, the more you favour this way of problem
resolution.

6.3 How do you deal with conflicts?
All people fall into a conflicting situation. Imagine a situation of communication with another person
when you find out that your opinions and views differ from those of your partner.
A couple of statements have been listed below which describe all the possible actions in that
situation. For each couple please circle one of the statements “A” and “B” – which better corresponds
to your behaviour in that situation. It is possible that in some of the cases neither “A”, nor “B” reflects
your typical behaviour. Despite this please chose the answer which is more likely to be preferred by
you. Thank you!
N
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A/B ANSWERS
А
There are situations when I give the others the responsibility to solve the problems.
Instead of discussing the things which rise disagreement I focus on those which we agree
B
about.
А
I try to find out a compromising solution.
B
I try to consider all the interests of both sides.
А
I usually firmly follow the set goals.
B
I try to calm down the emotions of the other side and keep friendly terms.
А
I try to find a compromising solution.
B
I sometimes sacrifice my desires because of the desires of the other side.
А
I constantly look for the help of the other side at making decisions.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B

I try to do the necessary in order to avoid the unnecessary stress.
I avoid causing troubles
I try to make my position winning.
I try to put of the dealing with the problem until I have time to think it over.
I give up on some points for the sake of the others.
I usually strictly follow the set goals.
I always try to reveal all problems and interests.
I don’t think that the differences are something which worth constant worries.
I make efforts to follow my own way.
I strictly follow the set goals.
I try to find a compromising solution.
I always try to reveal all problems and interests.
I try to calm down the emotions of the other side and keep friendly terms.
I sometimes avoid taking position which will arise contradiction.
I agree to the views of the other side if it agrees with some of mine
I suggest decisions which are in the middle between two extremes.
I exercise pressure to achieve the set things.
I share with the other side my ideas and I ask it for theirs.
I try to show to the other side the logic and value of my position.
I try to calm down the emotions of the other side and keep friendly terms.
I try to do the necessary in order to avoid the unnecessary stress.
I try not to offend the feelings of the other side.
I try to persuade the other side in the advantages of my position.
I usually strictly follow the set goals.
I try to do the necessary in order to avoid the unnecessary stress.
I let the other side to keep to its views if that makes it happy.
I agree to the views of the other side if it agrees with some of mine
I always try to reveal all problems and interests. .
I try to put of the dealing with the problem until I have time to think it over
I try immediately to work over our differences.
I try to find a just combination between the gain and loss of the both sides.
At the beginning of some talks I try to take into consideration the wishes of the other
side.
I am always ready to discuss the problem directly.
I try to find a position which is in the middle of the two extremes.
I support my desires.
I am very often concerned with the satisfaction of all your desires.
There are situations when I let the others take the responsibility for problem solving.
If the position of the other side seems too important for it I leave it to do what it wants.
I try to find out a compromising solution.
I try to show the other side the logic and value of my position.
At the beginning of some talks I try to take into consideration the wishes of the other
side.
I offer a decision which is in the middle of the two extremes.
I am very often concerned with the satisfaction of all our desires.
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27.
28.
29.
30.

А
B
А
B
А
B
А
B

I sometimes avoid taking position which will arise contradiction.
I let the other side to keep to its views if it will make it happy.
I usually firmly follow the set goals.
I usually look for the help of the other side to work out a decision.
I offer a decision which is in the middle of the two extremes.
I don’t think that the differences are something which worth constant worries.
I try not to offend the feelings of the other people.
I always share my problem with the other side if we can solve it together.

Complete the table below with the obtained results. The results for each of the columns can vary from
0 – (quite rarely used approach of problem solving) to 12 – (quite often used approach of problem
solving). Note down your sum of points for each of the columns. Compare your results with each of
the five styles of problem solving and determine which of them are most frequently used by you.
There are no good or bad results – different situations require different approaches.
ANSWERS AND RESULTS
Please circle the letters which you have chosen for each pair of statements.
N
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Competing

Collaborating

B

Compromising

Avoiding

Accommodating

А

B

А

А

B
B

А
А
B
B
А
B
А

B
А
А

B
А
B
А

B
B

B
B
А

А

А
B

B
А

А
А

B
B
А
А
B

А
B

B
А
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

B

А
А

B
B

А
B

А
B

А
А

А

А

B

B

Competing

B

B

Collaborating

А

Compromising

Avoiding

Accommodating

Results interpretation
I. Five conflict resolution style
This questionnaire (the Thomas-Killman one) estimates the individual behaviour in conflict
situations. These are situations where the interests of the two sides (two people, two organizations
and so on) seem incompatible. The behaviour of each individual in such a situation can be described
in two dimensions assertiveness and cooperativeness.


assertiveness – it is the degree in which an individual attempts to satisfy their own needs and
concerns;



cooperativeness – it is the degree in which the individual is willing to satisfy the other person’s
interests and concerns.

According to the orientation to assertiveness or cooperativeness five different ways of dealing with
conflicts have been determined. They are described below:
Competing style is highly assertive and low cooperative – the individual follows their own interests
and concerns at the expense of the other side. This approach of conflict resolution is is a poweroriented and coercive one. Persons attempt to win using their position and personal power – their
ability to argue and discuss, to assert themselves, its social status, economical possibilities and so on.
Competing can mean:


“Standing up for your rights”;



To defend a position which you consider to be right;
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Or just try to win.

Collaborating style is both highly assertive and cooperative. It is the complete opposite of avoiding.
Collaboration is an attempt to work together with the other side, to find out a solution to the problem,
which is mutually beneficial. That means considering and analyzing the problem in order to
determine the deep interests of the both sides and to find out alternatives to satisfy them.
Collaboration between both sides can comprise:


An attempt to study disagreements and differences to find out a mutually acceptable solution;



An attempt to reach an agreement over debatable conditions, which otherwise could lead to
resource competition;



An attempt to oppose aiming to discover a favourable decision of a interpersonal problem.

Compromising style is moderate in the assertiveness/cooperativeness dimensions. It aims to find
out an acceptable decision which partially satisfies both sides. In order to achieve a decision each
side compromises or gives something in return to something else. It falls intermediate between
competing and accommodating. Compromising gives up more than competing but less than
accommodating.. This style enables the sides to face the problem more directly than avoiding style,
but the problem is not studied deeply as in collaborating style. This style can mean:


Exchange of concessions;



Seeking a quick middle-ground solution.

Avoiding style is both low assertive and cooperative – the individuals neither pursue and satisfy
their own interests nor the concerns of the other side. There is no attempt to deal with the conflict.
The avoidance might take the form of:


Diplomatic withdrawal of a problem;



Postponing the problem for better time;



Withdrawal of a threatening situation.

Accommodating style is low assertive and highly cooperative and it is opposite of the competing.
The individual neglects their own needs and interests in order to satisfy the ones of the other side.
Accommodation can have a form of a:


Disinterested generosity or charity;



Submission to the interests of the other side even if we don’t like them;



Or acceptance of the other’s point of view
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Everyone uses all five styles in dealing with problems and conflicts. There are no universal or right
answers which can determine the choice of behaviour in such situations. All five styles are
applicable in every situation. People say that “Two heads are more than one” (collaboration), but
they also say “kill your enemy with flattery” (accommodation), “Share your differences”
(compromise), “Power makes laws.” (Competition) or “Better leave him to fail on his own”
(avoidance).
Nevertheless some of us use a given approach more frequently or better than other people and thus
they rely more on their temperament or life experience. Thus conflict behaviour is a result of
personal features and requirements of a specific situation.
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Section 7. Stress management
7.1 Understanding the advantages of stress
Be aware that:
•

In stress generic environment – people are motivated to understand better what is
happening with them

•

Stress can lead to contemplating on the aims which makes them more realistic. That spares
them repeating their errors.

•

Anxiety accompanying stress can help us to be more watchful regarding the things which
surround us. If stress is not rather high we can learn things better and can act more
effectively than in the absence of real stress.

•

Successful dealing with stress can increase our personal feeling of competence. Dealing with
stress gives us a chance to estimate ourselves more realistically and honestly and to achieve
understanding the scope of our own strengths.

To understand better your feelings and how do you react in situations, please, answer next
questions with Yes/No.
YES

NO

1. Has it ever happened to you to get so excited by some thoughts that you
cannot stay still?
2. Have you ever been troubled by a “restless thought” which turns in your
head over and over again?
3. Is it possible to dissuade you quickly?
4. Do you think that people can trust your word?
5. Can you forget about your current work and go to enjoy yourself in a
pleasant company?
6. Does it often happen that you make a decision too late?
7. Do you think that your work is a part of your daily routine?
8. Do you like work which requires a high concentration of your attention?
9. Do you like to talk about your past?
10. Is it difficult for you to forget about your duties on a busy place?
11. Have you ever been obsessed by thoughts and images so that you
cannot sleep?
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12. When you are busy with your own job do you show interest to the work
of your relatives?
13. Does it happen often to feel like being alone?
14. Do you think you are a happy?
15. Do you feel confused in the presence of people from the opposite sex?
16. Do you feel troubled by the sense of guilt?
17. Have you ever been late for work or a date?
18. Is it hard for you to switch from one kind of job to another?
19. Do you often feel lonely?
20. Do you spend a lot of time in contemplating about good old times from
your past?
21. Do you prefer to stay unnoticed at a party?
22. Do you prefer to stay unnoticed at a party?
23. Do you often feel dissatisfied?
24. Do you tend to complete a given task even if the next one is more
interesting?
25 Do you feel that work is the most important thing in life for you ?
26. It is difficult for you to brake your pet habits and routines?
27. Do you like contemplating about your past?
28. Do you consider yourself a happy man who does everything in life with
ease?
29. Is it easy to offend and abuse you in different circumstances?
30. Are you prone to quick and decisive actions?
31. Do you always think that there is another way to act after you have
acted differently?
32. Do you easily change from one job to another?
33. Do you sometimes have the feeling of loneliness?
34. Do you sometimes work as if your life depends on it?
35. Can you stop an already started job and immediately proceed to
another?
The test proposed enables you to determine your personal features which could influence your
success in the work in the field of B behaviour. These personal features matter when your work is
connected with servicing customers or interaction with colleagues, when problems should be solved
and you should react flexibly in emergencies or dynamically changing situations.
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Anxiety is experiencing emotional discomfort which is connected with expecting failure, feeling
nervous or worried.
Being extrovert means openness, directing yourself towards others and making contacts easily and
it is demonstrated through optimistic life predisposition towards the others and yourself.
Rigidity is the lack of flexibility at problem solving in redirecting the course of thoughts, at changing
intentions and behaviour according to the situation.
Anxiety
1 point for answering “YES” questions - 1,2,4,10,11,16,23,25,29,31,34 and
for answering “NO” questions- 5,7,14, 15, 17, 22, 28.
People who are anxious have a result above 9 p.
High anxiety can disturb the working performance and leads to higher working stress.
Extroversion
1 point for answering “YES” questions - 6, 8, 9, 13, 19, 20, 21, 27, 33 and for answering “NO”
question - 30.
If the result is over 5 points you’re an introvert type. That means that you will feel better at work
which doesn’t offer opportunities to contact, communicate and interaction with other people.
If the result is below 5 points you are an extrovert type. The work connected with people with
communication and making new contacts is suitable to you in high degree.
If the sum is above 5 the person is introvert. And one whose sum is below 5 is an extrovert.
Rigidity
1 point for answering “YES” questions -18, 24, 26
and for answering “NO” questions -3, 12, 32, 35.
Rigid people have a sum which is above or equal to 4, and flexible people have a sum which is equal
or less than 3.
For rigid people the sum is over or equal to 4, and for flexible people it is lower or equal to 3.
If you have a rigid personality you will find suitable jobs which offer clear and precise requirements
and rules and they do not demand change in your behaviour or ways of reacting. If you are a flexible
type, you can cope with challenges and new situations, which do not have clear rules for you
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behaviour and way of action. You can react according to the circumstances and show flexibility and
inventiveness at solving problems and dealing with problem situations.
7.2 Do you plan your time and do you cope with your work?
Please, answer the items using the following scale:
Almost never Sometimes
0
1

Often
2

Almost always
3

1

Before the start of each working day I spend some time for preparatory work,
I plan things
2 I delegate rights to another person always when something can be delegated
3 I fix in written form aims and tasks with a deadline
4 I try every official document to be processed once and finally
5 Every day I make a list with the forthcoming activities, arranged in order of
every priority. I do first the most important things
6 I try to free my working day from by-side telephone conversations,
unexpected visitors and unplanned meetings
7 I try to distribute my daily load in accordance with the timetable of my
workability
8 In my timetable there are “windows” which allow me to react to topical issues
9 I try to direct my activity in such a way that at first I try to concentrate on
essential crucial problems
10 I say “no” when other people pretend to take in my time which I need for
completing important tasks

0

1

2

3

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

0

1

2

3

If you sum up the points you will get the following results:
0-15- You don’t plan your time and you ruled over by internal circumstances, some of your aims are
achieved by making lists of priorities and keeping it.
16-20 – You try to control your time but you are not always consistent.;
21-25- You have a good self-management.
26-30- You are a paragon for everyone who tries to organize their time rationally. Let the others learn
from your experience.
Start your self-improvement. It is simpler, realistic and more successful, if you don’t have to persuade
the others in the advantages of your events and approaches and you start working better and with
better results.
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Section 8. Team work
Team working skills are critical for work effectiveness and career success. The most jobs
require that people work together to accomplish common goals. Therefore, teamwork is an
important factor in most organizations. Effective collaborative skills are necessary to work
well in a team environment.
8.1. How Do You Behave in a Group?
Think of a typical group situation in which you often do yourself (e.g., a club, study group, small work
group), and answer the following items as accurately as possible.
Never
1

Seldom
2

Fairly Often
3

Frequently
4

In a group, how often do you:
1 Keep the group focused on the task at hand?
2 Help the group clarify the issue?
3 Pull various ideas together?
4 Push the group to make a decision or complete a task?
5 Support and encourage other groups’ members?
6 Try to reduce interpersonal conflicts?
7 Help the group reach a compromise?
8 Assist in maintaining group harmony?
9 Seek personal recognition from other group members?
10 Try to dominate group activities?
11 Avoid unpleasant or undesirable group activities?
12 Express your impatience or hostility with the group?

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

This questionnaire asks you to describe your own behaviour within a group setting. To score the
instrument, add up your scores as follows for the three categories of behaviour:
•

Task-oriented behaviour (add up items 1-4);

•

Relations-oriented behaviour (items 5-8)]

•

Self-oriented behaviour (items 9-12)

Examine the resulting pattern in your answers. As usual, there are no correct or incorrect answers.
Instead, this is an opportunity to see how you describe your own role-related activities in a group.
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What did you learn about yourself? How does your role in a typical group differ from those of other
individuals?
8.2. Team player survey.
This survey will help you to identify your interpersonal style as a team member.
There are no right and wrong answers.
1. During team meetings, I usually:
a. provide the team with technical data or information.
b. keep the team focused on our mission or goals.
c. make sure everyone is involved in the discussion.
d. raise questions about our goals or methods.
2. In relating to the team leader, I:
a. suggest that our work be goal directed.
b. try to help him or her build a positive team climate.
c. am willing to disagree with him or her when necessary.
d. offer advice based upon my area of expertise.
3. Under stress, I sometimes:
a. overuse humour and other tension-reducing devices.
b. am too direct in communicating with other team members.
c. lose patience with the need to get everyone involved in discussions.
d. complain to outsiders about problems facing the team.
4. When conflicts arise on the team, I usually:
a. press for an honest discussion of the differences.
b. provide reasons why one side or the other is correct.
c. see the differences as a basis for a possible change in team direction.
d. try to break the tension with a supportive or humorous remark.
5. Other team members usually see me as:
a. factual.
b. flexible.
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c. encouraging.
d. candid.
6. At times, I am:
a. too results oriented.
b. too laid-back.
c. self-righteous.
d. short-sighted.
7. When things go wrong on the team, I usually:
a. push for increased emphasis on listening, feedback, and participation.
b. press for a candid discussion of our problems.
c. work hard to provide more and better information.
d. suggest that we revisit our basic mission.

8. A risky team contribution for me is to:
a. question some aspect of the team's work.
b. push the team to set higher performance standards.
c. work outside my defined role or job area.
d. provide other team members with feedback on their behaviour as team members.
9. Sometimes other team members see me as:
a. a perfectionist.
b. unwilling to reassess the team's mission or goals.
c. not serious about getting the real job done.
d. a nitpicker.
10. I believe team problem solving requires:
a. cooperation by all team members.
b. high-level listening skills.
c. a willingness to ask tough questions.
d. good solid data.
11. When a new team is forming, I usually:
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a. try to meet and get to know other team members.
b. ask pointed questions about our goals and methods.
c. want to know what is expected of me.
d. seek clarity about our basic mission.

12. At times, I make other people feel:
a. dishonest because they are not able to be as confrontational as I am.
b. guilty because they don't live up to my standards.
c. small-minded because they don't think long-range.
d. heartless because they don't care about how people relate to each other.
13. I believe the role of the team leader is to:
a. ensure the efficient solution of business problems.
b. help the team establish long-range goals and short-term objectives.
c. create a participatory decision-making climate.
d. bring out diverse ideas and challenge assumptions.
14. I believe team decisions should be based on:
a. the team's mission and goals.
b. a consensus of team members.
c. an open and candid assessment of the issues.
d. the weight of the evidence.
15. Sometimes I:
a. see team climate as an end in itself.
b. play devil's advocate far too long
c. fail to see the importance of effective team process.
d. overemphasize strategic issues and minimize short-term task accomplishments.
16. People have often described me as:
a. independent.
b. dependable.
c. imaginative.
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d. participative.
17. Most of the time, I am:
a. responsible and hardworking.
b. committed and flexible.
c. enthusiastic and humorous.
d. honest and authentic.

18. In relating to other team members, at times I get annoyed because they don't:
a. revisit team goals to check progress.
b. see the importance of working well together.
c. object to team actions with which they disagree.
d. complete their team assignments on time.
TEAM-PLAYER SURVEY RESULTS
Directions:
1. Please transfer your answers from the survey to this page.
2. Please be careful when recording the numbers because the order of the letters changes for
each questions. For example, in question N1, the order is a,b,c,d, but in question N2, the
order is d, a, b, c.
3. The total four styles must equal 180.

Question
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Contributor
A
D
C
B
A
D
C
B
A
D
C

Collaborator
B
A
D
C
B
A
D
C
B
A
D

Communicator
C
B
A
D
C
B
A
D
C
B
A

Challenger
D
C
B
A
D
C
B
A
D
C
B
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

B
A
D
C
B
A
D

C
B
A
D
C
B
A

D
C
B
A
D
C
B

TOTALS

A
D
C
B
A
D
C
= 180

The highest number designates your primary team-player style. If your highest numbers are the same
or within three points of each other, consider them both as your primary style. The lowest total indicates
your least active team-player style.
Your primary team-player style defines a set of behaviours that you use most often as a member of a
team. It does not mean that it is the only style you use. All of us have the capacity to use any one of the four
styles. We simply use one style—our primary style—most often.
Description of team-player styles
Contributor
The Contributor is a task-oriented team member who enjoys providing the team with good technical
information and data, does his or her homework, and pushes the team to set high performance standards
and to use their resources wisely. Most people see you as dependable, although they believe, at times, that
you may become too bogged down in the details and data or that you do not see the big picture or the
need for positive team climate.
People describe you as responsible, authoritative, reliable, proficient, and organized.
Collaborator
The Collaborator is a goal-directed member who sees the vision, mission, or goal of the team as
paramount but is flexible and open to new ideas, willing to pitch in and work outside his or her defined
role, and able to share the limelight with other team members. Most people see you as a big-picture
person, but they believe, at times, that you may fail periodically to revisit the mission, to give enough
attention to the basic team tasks, or to consider the individual needs of other team members.
People describe you as forward-looking, goal directed, accommodating, flexible, and imaginative.
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Communicator
The Communicator is a process-oriented member who is an effective listener and facilitator of
involvement, conflict resolution, consensus building, feedback, and the building of an informal, relaxed
climate. Most people see you as a positive person but they find that, at times, you may see process as an
end in itself, may not confront other team members, or may not give enough emphasis to completing
task assignments and making progress toward team goals.
People describe you as supportive, considerate, relaxed, enthusiastic, and tactful.
Challenger
The Challenger is a member who questions the goals, methods, and even the ethics of the team, is
willing to disagree with the leader or higher authority, and encourages the team to take well-conceived
risks. Most people appreciate the value of your candour and openness, but they think, at times, that you
may not know when to back off an issue or that you become self-righteous and try to push the team
too far.
People describe you as honest, outspoken, principled, ethical, and adventurous.
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GUIDE
FOR PROFESSIONALS ON FURTHER
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
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9.1 Introduction
This guide is developed in order to help youth workers and career counsellors/supported employment
consultants on provision of further educational and career development support to youth (aged 16-29)
with disabilities.
9.2 Provision of further support to students/youth with disabilities
Those professionals play an important role in the success of all youth/students. Here are a few
strategies to help counsellors maintain a high level of success in counselling of students with
disabilities as following:
9.2.1 Review the individual transition needs of each youth/student and consider next steps
Transition is a term used to describe the preparation of youth/students with disabilities for life
beyond mainstream education. Effective transition planning is critical to the success of youth with
disabilities after school. Parental and student input is also vital in determining postsecondary goals
related to postsecondary education and training services needs for post-school activities, including
independent living and employment. Students with disabilities and their parents should be
knowledgeable about the range of transition services available, and how to access those services at
the local level.
Forethought about the following broad areas can help you anticipate and avoid potential obstacles
to youth/student transitions:
Career/Vocational:


career or occupational goals



ability assessments



job shadowing



work-based experiences



work-site accommodations



internships
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Educational:


educational goals



access/accommodation needs



financial aid options

Independent Living:


youth/students’ interests



lifestyle choices



community services support



family support



medical and health care needs



transportation needs



independent living skills



housing needs and options



personal money management

Leisure:


volunteer services



recreational activities



hobbies

The services that youth workers and counsellors may offer are the following:


Job exploration counselling (via supported employment preparatory services, organisation of
internships and mentoring schemes provided in an integrated environment to the maximum
extent possible)



Work-based learning experiences, which may include in-school or after school opportunities



Counselling on opportunities for enrolment in comprehensive transition or postsecondary
educational programs at institutions of higher education



Workplace readiness training to develop social skills and independent living



Instruction in self-advocacy, (including instruction in person-centred planning), which may
include peer mentoring.
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9.2.2 Encourage youth with disabilities
While youth with disabilities should be encouraged to develop the skills addressed in the previous
chapter, their mastery is paramount in order to achieve successful transitions into higher education
or/and employment. Youth/students should be encouraged to identify their own needs, talents,
preferences, interests, supports, and lifestyles. In addition, youth/students should be encouraged to
converse with team members about their academic, career, employment, living, or lifestyle goals
beyond school.
Youth/students with disabilities should not be passive or silent as planning continues around them.
Allow them with frequent opportunities to provide input and feedback as important transition
decisions are made. Ongoing youth/student involvement with and feedback to the youth workers
and career counsellors will increase their satisfaction with coursework, academic supports, career,
community and related support services.
Any barriers to meet youth/students' needs should be identified, addressed, and resolved as quickly
as possible. The youth workers and career counsellors should approach each set of needs with
creativity, innovation, and a willingness to seek new resources and solutions rather than relying on
the same resources used in the past.
9.3 How do youth workers and counsellors facilitate the acquisition of self-determination &
self-advocacy skills?
Youth/ students' self-determination and self-advocacy skills are critical to their success in higher
education, employment, and adult living. As a youth worker/counsellor, you influence and encourage
youth/students toward greater self-determination and self-advocacy as they transition to higher
education, employment and independent living. There are many ways youth workers/counsellors
and other professionals can encourage student self-determination.
Self-determination is the ability to identify and achieve goals based on a foundation of knowing and
valuing oneself. As such, self-determination is a manifestation of self-knowledge and results in an
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increased ability to make choices, take control, believe in oneself, and ultimately take action to reach
one's goals.
Encouraging youth/student self-determination is a key component of quality transition
programming. Their self-determination is important during the transition process for several
reasons. First, youth/students' transition plans will be more relevant if they reflect students' needs,
interests, and preferences. In addition, youth/students are more likely to achieve goals when they
have participated in the goal setting process. Finally, the quest for self-determination is important
throughout one's lifetime. When youth/students acquire and practice skills that foster selfdetermination during their transition years, they develop skills that will benefit them throughout
their lives.
Characteristics that have been linked to increased self-determination include:
• Awareness of upper education options (i.e. vocational-technical education, academic college
pre requisites, general business curriculum)
• Knowledge of post educational options and environments (e.g. requirements for working,
occupational characteristics, higher education requirements)
• Awareness of personal preferences, interests, strengths, and limitations
• Ability to differentiate between wants and needs
• Ability to make choices based on preferences, interests, wants, and needs
• Ability to consider multiple options and to anticipate consequences for decisions
• Ability to initiate and take action when needed
• Ability to evaluate the outcomes of previous decisions and to revise future decisions
accordingly
• Ability to set goals and solve problems
• Ability to strive for independence while recognizing interdependence with others
• Awareness of self-advocacy and self-evaluation skills
• Ability to self-regulate behaviour
• Ability to work independently
• Ability to use communication skills such as negotiation, compromise, and persuasion to reach
goals
• Ability to assume responsibility for actions and decisions
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• Awareness of qualities of self-confidence, self-esteem, creativity, and persistence

When discussing self-advocacy with youth and students, guide them to strategies that will help them:
•

Have self-knowledge of strengths, preferences, and needs

•

Be assertive, but not aggressive

•

Know their rights

•

Make appropriate decisions

•

Communicate effectively in one-on-one, small-group, and large-group situations

•

Negotiate

•

Compromise

•

Use encouragement

•

Be careful, active listeners

•

Navigate through systems and bureaucracies

Counsellors, youth workers, teachers, and families can teach these strategies. By practicing these
strategies youth/students can become more confident and successful in achieving their goals.
9.4 Career advices
Career counsellors and youth workers can give advice to youth with disabilities having in mind the
perspectives towards their potential future career. Those are:


Independence: Being able to work on own initiative, independent from supervision



Social wellbeing: Desire to work with particularly friendly, empathetic people, with whom you
get on well



Self-development: Desire to have excellent opportunities to use and develop your skills and
abilities as much as possible



Creativity: Making or doing something original, being innovative, even daring, and trying new
things
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Earnings: Wanting higher than average amounts of money as a reward for your work, being
very well-paid



Life-style: Being able to live your own way irrespective of your job, not being socially
restricted



Prestige: Having your work seen as important by others and society at large



Altruism: Wanting to be certain that your work contributes to the happiness, welfare, health
of others



Security: Wanting to feel fairly sure you won't lose your job or can move easily through
employment changes



Management and leadership: Wanting to be in charge of and lead others



Physical activity: Wanting to be active at work



Surroundings: Wanting to work in a particularly comfortable, attractive environment,
perhaps in an aesthetically pleasing one



Travel: Wanting a chance to travel in the job, either locally, nationally or internationally



Localness: Wanting or needing a job that means you don't have to move house



Family friendly: Wanting to work for an organisation that offers flexible working and family
friendly work conditions



Maturity : Wanting to work in a career or with an organisation in which maturity is perceived
positively



Diversity friendly: Wanting to work in a career or with an organisation with a positive attitude
to diversity

Career counsellors and youth workers can help youth/students with disabilities to:


develop CV



search and apply for jobs



understand the job market



search for courses and training schemes



find funding to support any learning



identify key strengths and skills of PwD



explore career options
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explore available support options



choose training routes that fit lifestyle of PwD



develop an action plan to achieve goals of PwD

9.5 Career pathways and their impact to youth/students with disabilities
Choosing a career requires youth/student with disabilities to plan and forethought. In many cases,
youth workers / career counselors will need to guide the student through the process of identifying
a career. The first step requires exposing youth to various career options. Youth then must identify
interests, abilities, talents, strengths, and weaknesses. Ideally, youth/students will research and
explore various paths; those who have a variety of experiences are better equipped to make plans
for the future.
Exploring career pathways prepares youth/students with disabilities for their futures and offers
several benefits:
•

Opportunities for youth/students with disabilities to see how the skills and knowledge

they are developing in school relate to a range of career options based on the test from the
validation pool presented above
•

Opportunities for youth/students with disabilities to learn about various career

options and not to focus too specifically too soon on any one training path.
•

Opportunities to develop career development plans for all students, regardless of

interests, abilities, talents, or desired levels of education.
•

Numerous occupations from which to choose, each requiring a different level of

education and training.
•

Maximum flexibility in the career decision-making process, allowing youth/students

with disabilities to move between pathways at any time without a gap or penalty.
•

Opportunities for youth/students with disabilities to assess their own academic

performances, make improvements where necessary, and attain personal and career goals.
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Introducing youth/students with disabilities to career pathways allows them to consider and
experiment with numerous options for education and employment while providing focus and
structure to the process of identifying their educational and career goals.

9.6 Support with the job application process
When people with disabilities are applying for jobs, it's important to know how the job application
process works. Career counsellors and youth workers can help them with step by step guide to the
job application process that includes information on applying for jobs, resumes and cover letter,
completing job applications, pre-employment screening and testing, background and reference
checks, interviewing and the hiring process.
Career counsellors and youth workers may help jobseekers (who have disabilities) to follow the job
application main steps below:
9.6.1 Identify jobseeker’s skills and interests
 The first step in a successful job search is to think about what he/she want to do and how well
his/her skills, values and interest align with the expectations of the job


Determine if he/she needs to gain any additional skill sets or experiences / further training to
make more competitive in the job search process

9.6.2 Develop documents and fine tune social media presence
 Help jobseeker to have a cover letter that he/she will later change for each specific job.


Work on writing cover letters



Help to prepared to submit a personal statement or for letters of recommendation if
requested.



Advise to review his/her social media accounts (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn, twitter) to make
sure the image he/she present online is representative of how he/she want to be seen by
prospective internship sites.
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9.6.3 Utilize the surrounding network
 Employers and job seekers affirm that networking is the most powerful tool to find a job.
Many opportunities are filled by candidates known by the employer through networking
contacts


Networking contacts can also help him/her fine-tune documents before submit them for
consideration

9.6.4 Research the kinds of job that are out there that match his/her interests and skill set
 Focus his/her job search by identifying prospective employers by field of interest and/or
geographic area
9.6.5 Tailor his/her documents to fit each job posting he/she is interested in and then submit
applications
 In addition to submitting applications electronically or via mail, you might also try attending
a job fair.
9.6.6. Maintain an organization system and keep at it


An organizational approach will help him/her to keep track of network contacts, dates and
follow up information.



Follow up after submit the application



If the organization has requested “no calls” or “no emails,” follow their instructions.

9.6.7 Prepare him/her for interviews


Even if he/she has been successful in interviewing for work, this is a different type of
interview: practice



Some interviews might also require to do a presentation



Make sure he/she has the appropriate professional attire

9.6.8 Decide to accept job offer or not


Create a list of pros and cons to help jobseeker to determine if the job is a good fit for what
he/she wants to be doing

9.6.9 Learn about being successful in the workplace
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When he/she is ready to start, advise and inform what he/she need to do to stay hired and
make sure he/she is prepared to be a successful professional at the workplace

9.7 Useful strategies
There are numerous strategies that counsellors, parents, educators, and employers can use to help
youth/students including those with disabilities to envisage, identify, and pursue their goals. The
following suggestions and strategies were compiled to help counsellors to understand their roles and
those of various players in ensuring successful transitions for youth/students with disabilities:
FOR YOUTH WORKERS / CAREER COUNSELORS
•

Encourage youth/students with disabilities to take the coursework required to achieve

their post educational goals.
•

Help youth/students understand their abilities, interests, talents, and personality

characteristics so that the student can develop realistic academic and career options.
•

Review the financial aid opportunities available specifically for youth/students with

disabilities.
•

Advise youth/students of higher education majors, admission requirements, entrance

exams, financial aid, and training opportunities. Provide this information early on so that
youth/students can get a head start.
•

Assist students in developing a comprehensive transition portfolio or file to share with

higher education admissions personnel and other educational service providers.
•

Help youth/students to access vocational rehabilitation (VR) services, when necessary.

•

Help to keep students' future options open.

•

Include youth/students with disabilities in ALL college related activities, such as

educational or career fairs, etc.
•

Promote the development of youth/student responsibility by increasing opportunities

for youth/students to advocate for themselves and their needs.
FOR PARENTS
•

Talk with your children with disability about their interests, abilities, and talents.
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•

Make sure your children go to school every day, on time, with good attitudes. They will

need these habits for successful employment.
•

Give your children responsibility for jobs around the house.

•

Find out what your children are learning in school.

•

Encourage your children to participate in service-orientated activities in the

community.
•

Talk about how your children's interests can be applied to careers that they might

enjoy and explore with them as many of these careers as possible.
•

Discuss and explore post educational and training options with your children.

•

Talk about your own job and career in a positive manner.

•

Encourage your children's school district to offer career pathways instruction.

FOR EDUCATORS
•

Use real-world examples to illustrate the connection between the skills and knowledge

youth/students are developing in school and their future employment.
•

Implement career pathways exploration.

•

Help youth/students with disabilities discover their talents, strengths, and career

interests by attending college fairs, career fairs, job shadowing, and career exploration
activities.
•

Collaborate with local businesses to provide work-based experiences, such as tours,

mentoring, internship and job shadowing.
•

Develop class projects where youth/students with disabilities research and learn

about different careers.
•

Help youth/students with disabilities understand the need for advanced skills and

education for future work.
•

Involve business people in curriculum design to make courses more relevant to the

world of work.
•

Offer instruction in workplace readiness, such as teamwork and problem solving.

FOR EMPLOYERS
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•

Collaborate with educators to develop an integrated curriculum based on academic

standards and real work experiences.
•

Offer schools and students as many work-based learning opportunities as possible,

such as tours, mentoring, job shadowing, and non-paid work experiences.
•

Serve on a school improvement team.

•

Visit a school as a speaker or mock interviewer.

•

Partner with a school by donating equipment and sharing training.

•

Serve on a committee to evaluate curricula.

•

Offer teacher/counsellor internships.

•

Recruit other businesses to work closely with schools.

FOR STUDENTS
•

Decide whether to self-disclose one's disability prior to admission to college or

employment.
•

Keep a listing of names, phone numbers, and addresses of postsecondary contact

people.
•

Role-play the college or employment interview with counsellor or resource teachers.

•

Formulate a realistic career plan.

•

Expand academic interests through electives and extracurricular activities.

•

Develop self-determination and self-advocacy skills.

•

Consider working at a part-time summer job, career related work experiences, or

volunteer position.
•

Develop a resume.

•

Conduct website searches regarding financial aid, summer orientation programs,

college reviews, and disability specific information.
•

Learn about technological aids such as talking calculators, spell checkers, voice-

activated software, and electronic day planners, etc.
•

Know how, when, and where to discuss and request needed accommodations.

Preparing youth/students with disabilities for post education opportunities and careers requires
considerable planning. The choice and placement level of courses should reflect the youth/students'
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needs, academic abilities, talents, and career interests. The more youth/students know about
themselves, the more successful they will be in defining personal, educational, and career goals.

APPENDIX I – USEFUL TOOLS
1. CAREER IDENTIFICATION SHEET
Complete the following information for each career field you listed on the Career Identification
Sheet.
NAME OF CAREER FIELD: ______________________________________________________
1.

What are the basic job duties?

2.

What is the average income (beginning & future)?

3.

What kind of training is usually required?

How long is it?
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Where is it available?

How much does it cost?

Are you willing to complete it and capable of doing so?
What is the job demand/employment outlook?

4.
5.

What are some related occupations?

6.

How interested are you in this occupation?

HIGH
7.

MEDIUM

LOW

If you are interested, what do you need to do next?

Please list next steps below. These may include exploring the career field further, selecting courses
that will help you succeed in this career field, and contacting schools and other programs for
information.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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2. CAREER PLANNING QUIZ

TRUE OR FALSE: Circle the correct answer
1. Most people have the ability to do well at any jobs they choose.
TRUE FALSE
2. Except for the income it provides, your job has little to do with your way of life.
TRUE FALSE
3. There is only one job that is right for you in terms of your abilities.
TRUE FALSE
4. The typical worker will work in several occupations during his or her lifetime.
TRUE FALSE
5. Apprentices are paid while they learn their craft.
TRUE FALSE
6. Working in an occupation is the only way you can find out whether you like it or not.
TRUE FALSE
7. Generally, the earlier you choose your life's work, the better.
TRUE FALSE
8. The higher a skill level you attain, the more likely you are to find a job. TRUE FALSE
9. Most people find their jobs through newspaper ads.
TRUE FALSE
10. Mailing resumes is the BEST way to contact a large number of employers. TRUE FALSE
11. The job interview is not the most important part of the job hunt.
TRUE FALSE
12. Generally speaking, the more education you have, the more likely you are to find a job.
TRUE FALSE
13. The best way to get a job is to wait until the right opportunity comes along.TRUE FALSE

MULTIPLE CHOICE: Circle the correct answer (or answers)
14. Which is the best way to begin planning your career?
A.
Decide what you think is the most important in life.
B.
Look at what is available on the job market.
C.
Take tests to find out what you should do.
D.
Have your palm read.
15. If you are interested in so many occupations that you cannot make up your mind, you
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should first:
A.
Try out as many jobs as you like.
B.
Find out which one you could do.
C.
Find out more about each occupation.
D.
Try one and stick with it if you like it.
16. Which will probably best describe job opportunities ten years from now?
A.
Most jobs will require four or more years of college.
B.
There will be a greater number of jobs for unskilled workers.
C.
The demand for rock musicians will be at an all time high.
D.
There will be a greater number of jobs for those with technical skills beyond
high school.

Quiz answers:
TRUE/FALSE
1.
FALSE~Many jobs require a mastery of specific skills. This stops many people who may never
be able to learn the skills necessary for success on a particular job.
2.
FALSE~People's jobs may influence where they live, who their friends are, and what they do
for fun.
3.
FALSE~Your abilities may qualify you for several different types of jobs. These jobs may or
may not be similar.
4.
TRUE~People frequently change jobs in which they basically do the same thing for different
employers. More often than not, your interests and skills will change as you grow and mature, and
your jobs will change with them.
5.
TRUE~Apprentices in many trades are paid a percentage of current journey worker's wages
until they have completed their training.
6.
FALSE~There are many ways to experience an occupation you might be interested in: work
study programs, volunteering, job shadowing, reading about it, and talking to people in the field.
7.
FALSE~This might have been true a generation or two back, but new technologies are
changing today's work world rapidly. New fields of study such as bioengineering and
microelectronics present fresh opportunities for exciting careers.
8.
TRUE~Employers prefer to hire a person with a high skill level. The higher the skill level that
you have, the more creativity you probably will be allowed on the job.
9.
FALSE~Most jobs are filled by walk-in applicants who hear about an opening by word of
mouth, or they are filled by applicants who make frequent follow-up visits or phone calls.
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10.
FALSE~Most employers and successful job seekers say direct contact by phone or in person
is the best method for making first contact.
11.
FALSE~The person-to person job interview is the most important factor in getting the job.
You can really sell yourself in a job interview if you are well prepared. You can also ruin your chanceseven though you have all the right credentials- by making a bad impression. Preparation for the job
inter view is vital.
12.
TRUE~While education doesn't guarantee employment, the fact is that the unemployment
rate for those who have not graduated from high school is a lot higher than the unemployment rate
for high school graduates. College and vocational school graduates have the lowest unemployment
rate of all.
13.
FALSE~Often, accepting a part-time position that is not your first choice will at least get your
foot in the door. Later, you may be able to change jobs within the company and move up to a position
that better meets your career goals.
MULTIPLE CHOICE
14.
(A) - Determining your desires should be the starting point. Next, B and C will add direction
for you.
15.
(C) - Good decision-making is based on having a broad range of knowledge. It is not always
possible to have on-the-job work experience. For example, it would be impractical to spend a day
working as a miner in a commercial mine. When you have many interests, reading can provide much
of the information you will need to narrow your choices. Also, talk to the people in the field you are
interested in.
16.
(D) - The skill requirements for jobs are rising each year due to advancing technology. While
there will be numerical growth in most occupational categories, the proportion of greatest growth
will occur in professional and technical occupations. Your chances of success are far better if you
have a needed vocational skill or college degree.
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3. Worksheet “Who am I?”
For self-confidence, it is necessary that your recipient knows him/herself and recognise his/her
potential, as well as having an idea of what improvements s/he could make.
By the end of this worksheet you will have a comprehensive list of his/her personal attributes in a
concise summary.
Please ask your recipient to answer the questions honestly and in full.
1.

What do you enjoy doing the most?

2.

Why do you enjoy doing it?

3.

What do you physically or mentally have to do to participate in this activity? (e.g. attend meetings,
research on the Internet, etc.)

4.

What skills have you attained through participating in these activities? (e.g. if you are a member of a
society or local club, then you can work successfully in a team and may be a good verbal
communicator).

5.

How

could

these

skills

be

used

when

doing

other

things?

(e.g. watching DVDs requires good concentration and comprehension, which would be highly useful
when listening to people's problems or reading factual documents).
6.

Now write a list of the skills that you have just recognised as having, bearing in mind how they could
be transferred to a work situation.

Congratulations!

Now your recipient has a list of skills that s/he can acknowledge as his/her strengths. You can use
this list when creating together with your recipient his/her CV, completing application forms or even
to promote the skills s/he possesses in an interview!
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These transferable skills are very important when s/he has the ability to transfer them from one
situation into another that is work-based.
You can repeat this exercise with all aspects related to his/her life situations. The idea is to surprise
him/her how many transferable skills s/he hold!
Probably s/he may not have thought that these skills are valuable to an employer, but they are
indeed! They become highly useful to an employer when /she adapting them for use in the workplace.
For example, if s/he does not have office-based work experience, s/he may find that s/he still has
attained the related skills in other areas of his/her life, i.e. through filing away utility bills, making
enquiries by telephone, writing complaint letters, etc.
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4. Worksheet “Skill’s quest”
We are providing you with this skills self-assessment questionnaire. It aims to evaluate the following
three important characteristics which are very important in terms of successful inclusion on the
labour market of your recipient with disability.
Competency – the ability to fulfil a given task
Skill – a learned capacity or a talent to achieve certain expected results
Quality – inherent to the person character features
You can use the following list to assess the qualities, skills and competencies that your recipient
possess or need to develop. The list contains 73 items, which you can evaluate using the following
grades:
1 – No, it is not typical for him/her.
2 – S/he has some potential but s/he needs to develop it
3 – Yes, it is quite typical for him/her.
Ask you recipient to answer to one of the
three options:
1
Skill, competency or quality:

2

3

No, it is not I have some Yes, it is quite
typical for me.

potential
need

but typical for me.
to

develop it.
1. I can organize my time.
2. I can allocate money.
3. I can use devices such as cash points, security
systems, services such as paying by Internet,
using laundry etc.
4. I can manage human resources.
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Ask you recipient to answer to one of the
three options:
1
Skill, competency or quality:

2

3

No, it is not I have some Yes, it is quite
typical for me.

potential
need

but typical for me.
to

develop it.
5. I can perform two or more parallel activities.
6. I can set my priorities.
7. I can plan effectively the achievement of my
goals.
8. I have friends that are quite different
regarding character, age or profession.
9. I have just as many friends as I need.
10. I can freely talk to people I don’t know well.
11. I can work in a multicultural environment.
12. I am a good listener.
13. I am used to working and studying with
numerous people.
14. I can select the appropriate for my needs
technology (computers, office technology and
so on).
15. I can select the appropriate for a specific task
technology.
16. I am interested in technology.
17. I maintain and cope with technology.
18. I can identify the different alternatives in a
given situation.
19. I can find different solutions in a given
situation.
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Ask you recipient to answer to one of the
three options:
1
Skill, competency or quality:

2

3

No, it is not I have some Yes, it is quite
typical for me.

potential
need

but typical for me.
to

develop it.
20. I have the ability to adapt my personal
qualities to new situations.
21. I can overcome difficulties/ challenges.
22. I can identify the appropriate resources/
support.
23. I have a creative thinking.
24. I have good and helpful memory.
25. I have the ability to learn.
26. I have the ability to reasoning the solutions
(The ability to evaluate a given event from
different points of view, considering its
different aspects and the consequences,
deriving from it)
27. I am an adaptive person.
28. I have a flexible behaviour in the different
situations.
29. I can take individual responsibility.
30. I a self-respected person.
31. I show independency in my activities and
behaviour.
32. I am an honest and trustworthy person.
33. I can be persistent.
34. I use and evaluate information.
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Ask you recipient to answer to one of the
three options:
1
Skill, competency or quality:

2

3

No, it is not I have some Yes, it is quite
typical for me.

potential
need

but typical for me.
to

develop it.
35. I

can

look

for

and

find

appropriate

information.
36. I use computers to process information.
37. Quite often I participate in discussions with
colleagues and friends.
38. I give and receive information on the phone.
39. I can express my opinion.
40. I participate as a member of a team.
41. I participate in communities (a union of people
in the, established in the name of a concrete
goal or because of common interests such as
different unions of people with disabilities or
a professional union like artists unions for
example).
42. I am a part of an organization (public, private
or informal group of people).
43. I can take personal responsibility in team
tasks.
44. I can be supportive and/ or cooperate with
colleagues.
45. I can work with MS Word.
46. I can use computer/ video links
47. I work with MS Excel.
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Ask you recipient to answer to one of the
three options:
1
Skill, competency or quality:

2

3

No, it is not I have some Yes, it is quite
typical for me.

potential
need

but typical for me.
to

develop it.
48. I use different computer programmes.
49. I can send fax messages.
50. I can format documents.
51. I can use computer aided drawing.
52. Drawbacks make my decisions firmer.
53. I never postpone what needs to be done
immediately.
54. When I work together with other people I have
better results than theirs.
55. It is difficult for me to give up a task even if it
is difficult for me.
56. If I lack some knowledge for a given task I am
ready to work hard to acquire them.
57. I am more inclined to perform the tasks than
to run their execution.
58. I feel better when I carry out tasks, given to me
by someone else.
59. It is important for me to get the approval of the
authority.
60. I like to be in charge of the performance of the
tasks.
61. I can talk people into my point of view.
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Ask you recipient to answer to one of the
three options:
1
Skill, competency or quality:

2

3

No, it is not I have some Yes, it is quite
typical for me.

potential
need

but typical for me.
to

develop it.
62. I can initiate the organization of work (sport,
entertaining) groups.
63. I can take responsibility.
64. I’d rather talk and the others listen to me than
vice versa.
65. I can formulate my statements well.
66. When a certain problem is being discussed, I
like to take the floor.
67. I am not bothered when I have to speak in
public.
68. I like to be in the centre of attention.
69. I can keep my balance even if I am actually
worried.
70. I am could speak a foreign language.
71. I know two foreign languages.
72. I learn foreign languages quite easily.

Analysis of the skills:
You can use the following classification to define: his/her strong skills , the ones you find necessary
to develop and the qualities (items 23- 33) s/he possess, that would be useful as in professional so
in personal aspects.
1-7 Organizational skills
8- 13 Communicative skills
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14- 17 working with equipment
18- 22 Problem solving
23- 33 Personal qualities
34- 36 Data processing
37- 44 Teamwork
45- 52 Computer literacy
53- 57 Motivation
58- 60 Prefers to perform rather than lead
61- 65 Leadership
66- 70 Presentation skills
71- 72 Foreign languages
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5. Activity “Speed interview”
Instructions for professional who can set up an improvised speed interviewing session:
Aims


to give the attending jobseekers with disabilities a realistic experience of a job interview in an
innovative and efficient format.



to gain immediate, helpful feedback which they can use to improve their own interview
technique.



to meet and benefit from the experience and knowledge of professionals from leading companies.

Layout
The room can be arranged as you wish. We recommend:


Small tables arranged in a circular formation or lines of tables arranged in a U-shape formation.



One seat placed at either side of each small table or in a similar fashion along longer tables
(ensuring each pair has sufficient space to talk without disturbing others).



A speed interviewing feedback sheet, and speed interviewing questions (Worksheet 3.1 and
Worksheet 3.2) and a pen laid on each table.



The facilitator stands at the front of the room with a timer, bell and any other necessary
equipment.



Interviewees all sit facing either inwards or outwards the circle/U-shape centre.



Interviewers sit facing the interviewees.

Timing


Each speed interview will last three minutes.



The interviewer will then be given 30 seconds to make any additional written comments about
the interviewee concerned.



The interviewer will then be given a further one minute to provide their interviewee with verbal
feedback.



The interviewer is then given 30 seconds to move to their next interviewee.
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The whole thing starts again!

Questions
You can use speed interviewing questions or any questions that they have used or prefer to use in
their own interviewing experience.
1. Why do you want to work here?
2. What kind of experience do you have for this job?
3. What are the broad responsibilities of your current job?
4. How does your current job relate to the corporate objectives of your organisation?
5. What aspect of your current job is the most important?
6. What are your greatest achievements?
7. What did you dislike about your last job?
8. How long would you intend staying with us?
9. Tell me about yourself.
10. What interests you about this job?
11. What is your greatest strength?
12. What can you do for us that someone else cannot?
13. Describe a problem you have had to deal with?
14. Do you prefer working alone or with others?
15. What would you like to be doing in five years from now?
16. Why should I employ you?
17. What are your strengths and weaknesses?
18. How do you see yourself in five years?
19. What makes you think you are qualified to do this job?
20. Can you work under pressure?
21. Why are you leaving your current job?
22. Why should we employ you?
23. Why do you want to work for us?
It is essential that you are as critical and honest as possible, in order for jobseekers to gain the utmost
benefit from the exercise.
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You as a counsellor/youth worker could provide the following clarification and guidance in terms of
those tough questions:
Why do you want to work here?


Prior research will help your recipient to decide the company's good points – s/he could say e.g.
"I believe your company will provide me with a stable and happy work environment".

What kind of experience do you have for this job?


The recipient should “sell” him/herself.



S/he needs to know what is critical to the employer.



All

companies

are

looking

for

someone

who

can

make

a

difference within six months.
If you the recipient doesn't know what the job involves s/he may ask:


What kind of work would I be expected to do?



What are the broad responsibilities of a ..... ?

This question has three levels:


The recipient should know where s/he could fit into an organisation.



It establishes how much s/he knows or does not already know.



If s/he doesn't understand the job, s/he will be knocked out there.

Always advise your recipient to avoid use of jargon.
How does your job relate to the corporate objectives of your organisation?


This checks his/her ability to get the job done as part of a team.

What aspect of your job is the most important?


A wrong answer to this can knock him/her out of the running.



The question establishes time management, prioritising and task avoidance.
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What did you dislike about your last job?


Most interviews start with a preamble about the organisation/job - this will help the recipient to
answer the question.



Advice he/she to keep his/her answers short and positive, e.g. s/he likes everything about your
current job.

How long would you intend staying with us?


Explain to your recipient that the interviewer may be thinking about offering him/her a job.



The jobseeker could put the ball back in their court e.g. "I'd like to stay as long as I'm making a
contribution. How long do you see me as staying?"

What would you like to be doing 5 years from now?


Advice that the answer should show a desire to be regarded as a professional team player.

What are your qualifications?


The recipient should check out whether the interviewer means job related or academic?

What are your greatest achievements?


Advice that the recipient should keep answers job-related.



The information which is on recipients’ CV will help him/her to answer this question.

What is your greatest strength?


The recipient may identify the main ones from his/her CV.



Remind to the recipient that s/he needs to demonstrate: reliability, tenacity, reactivity to change.

What interests you about this job?


Be sure that your recipient has enough information to answer.

Why should I employ you?


Here you recipient should give a short and to the point answer.
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S/he may repeat his/her job description and skills.

What can you do for us that someone else cannot?


Use job description and overlay with what s/he can do – relate to achievements.

Describe a problem you have had to deal with


This question is designed to assess his/her analytical skills.



Advice to use this five step plan when answering the question:
a. Examine the problem.
b. Assess hidden factors.
c. Identify possible solutions.
d. Consider consequences and cost implications of solutions.
e. Recommend solution and seek advice and/or approval.



Then the recipient could also give an example.

What have you done that has shown initiative?


This assesses whether your recipient is a "doer" who will save time, money and costs.

Do you prefer working alone or with others?


Before answering your recipient should make sure that s/he knows whether s/he is required to
work alone.

Here we may suggest 5 questions that your recipient could ask at the end of the interview:
1.

If you employ me what would your specific expectations be?

2.

Why is the position open?

3.

What would you most like an employee to bring to this company?

4.

What is a typical work day like?

5.

What are the career development options?

6.

What can someone at this level, who is performing well, hope to achieve?
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